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You are a Fabulous gal living in a dangerous world. Cathy Steinberg knows what it takes to protect you
from the monsters of the globe, and, in her publication, she shares her wisdom and knowledge. But
armed with the knowledge, the skills and the attitude, it is possible to stay safe, living your Fabulous
existence, making all of your dreams come true. BROWSE THE Fabulous Girl’s Information to Getting
Fearless, and you too can live a lifestyle of independence, free from the fear of crime against females.
One in four girls is a victim of violent criminal offense, but it doesn’t need to be you.
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A good refresher for each and every woman and mom of a daughter With this clearly outlined and
friendly how-to publication, Steinberg provides tools and ideas ladies of how to keep themselves (and/or
their daughters and granddaughters) safe within an increasingly dangerous globe. Feedback seemed to be
less than I expected. As the mother of a three-year-old daughter, I came across this book not only a good
refresher for me personally, but a must-examine for my girl as she becomes a woman and benefits her
independence. Awareness is the first step toward prevention, and this book provides that, and much
more. Definitely well worth a read. Purchase It For Your Daughter Bought 3 for my grand daughters.
Basing her tips on the strong foundation of her life experience and extensive first-hand analysis with high-
profile criminals, she shares easy-to-follow measures that can help protect females in nearly every
situation with a potential predator. Maybe these younguns don't fully realize the hazards involved in
being attractive teenagers. It made a notable difference in the fabulous girl I know. I'm looking forward to
reading it myself if I can tear it away. Highly recommended in the event that you feel insecure, fearful, or
threatened by the surroundings you are in. Incredible tips and ideas Purchased for the perfect girl I know
who can't stop heading on about all of the great ideas Cathy offers in this book. great reserve for all
women I liked the component on the weapons and self-defense. Lots of this my father taught me
developing up.All women should.Thanks a lot Dad! The author did a great job in keeping this reserve an
easy read not to mention worth while.I might start some sort of martial arts class.thanks a lot for the
inspiration. A Must Go through for Young Adult Females Ms. Every girl should read I love this
publication... Steinberg pens exceptional scenarios of what sort of young adult feminine may encounter
dangerous situations and the very best methods to retreat or react to each of them. It is a must examine
for each women/girl.. Highly recommend this easy go through for girls of most ages; especially targeted
at those "fearless" females who may no longer be living in the home. Lots of great tips! Know how to
shoot guns and also have a concealed carry permit.
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